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1. lntroduction

The purpose of our article is to present and evaluate Endre H6ryes's

original audiometrical instnrments first published in 1879 in the "Orvos

Terrndszettudomiinyi Ertesit6"l, &work that has not been done till now because

the original sotuce is hardly accessible. The lexical ref"rence of the theme is also

incomplete. Our article also presents the results of the measurernent-series and

points out the importance of H6ryes work for the development of medical

sciences in general and for Gydrgy Bekesy subsequent work in particular. Thus

the first instnrment for measuring hearing sharpness with a valve was rrsed by

Bekdsy n 1923 at the Jdnos Hospital from Budapest.

Our intention is to make H6gyes work better-known and to pay our tribute

to his memory on the l20th aruriversary of the measurement-series performed by

him.

2. The antecedents of the hearing sharpness measuring instrument

Endre H6gyes (1847-1906) the physician, educator and the outstanding

public fig*. can be considered the forenrnner of Gyorgy Bdkdsy in the field of

audiology. The importaqce of his scientific activity is due to the fact that he

introduced Pasteur's antirabic vaccine in Hungary and improved it in the fonn that

is still in use. Nevertheless there are few who know about his audioloqical



studies. Benveen 1875 and 1883, as professor at the General Disease and

Pharmacology Departrnent of the Hun'-rarian Royal University of Cluj

(Transilvania), he constructed an epoch=making instrument for measuring hearing

sharpness.

The possibility of constructing this instrument was due to the invention of

the magnetic loudspeaker (R"is 186l) and of the headphone (Bell 1876)2- The

news of these inventions reached Cluj on the 12ft of January 1878, when Antal

Abt, a professor at the University was delivering a lecture that presented the

telephone3- Two months later, in Marc.h, Endre H6ryes presented- the results of

his phone system based measurements with a telephone structured

magnetoinductor ;s1 stimulating nerves and musclesa- ln April he presented his

instnlnent for measuring hearing sharpness that was based on the principle of

telephone5 and it's detailed- description and. practical application was published. in

the following year's "Orvos Termdszettudomdnyi Errcsfif".

3. Description of the instrument

The first version of the instrument of the instrument for measuring hearing

sharpness and for selecting people who suffei from impaired hearing had the

following main parts: primary circuit made up of 1. speaking phone (A),2.

hearing phone (B) and a secondary circuit containing a Siemens-bridge (C) for the

variation of the volume of sotrnd at will in the hearing phone. The sound source

was a metronome (figure l.).

The fact that he realised that the decrease of volume might create sensory

illusions proves how thoroughly he analysed the problems that might appear

during the measurements. He avoided this by inserting a Pohl gyrotop between

the resistance bridge and the hearing phone, which could intemrpt the circuit of

the hearing phone. If the person did not signal the intemrption of the sound he

knew that it was sensory illusion and repeated the measurements.



instrument by two rooms or, at field work, the person and the instrurnent

placed on different levels (ground-floor, cellar)

Fig.2. The second instruntent rheostat,s liite diagrant

The general aim of the experiment was to determine the average hearing

sharpness and to select those with reduced hearing and with impaired hearing. In
the case of the first instnrment this was expressed in Siemens units', while in the
case of tlte second one it was given by the length of the platinum or silver wire.
The results were reproducible. To have results that could be statistically analysed
they worked with a great number of persons (257) who were mainly students.
The tneasurements were made in ClrU and $ardu (Romania). The average

duration of a measurement was about 15-30 minutes.

4. Results and evaluation

The measuretnent's were canied out by Endre H6ryes's students, Lajos

Kov6cs and Janos Kert6sz6. The results showed that out of the 257 examined

people 194 was normal hearing persons. The average values taken from these

t Siemens unit: the resistanse of a mercury column at'OoC with lmm2 cross-section and lm
length.
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measrrrements gave the average hearing limit of a normal ear. The lower limit of

reduced hearing was also determined: it conesponded to 40 cm platinum wire

length. For picking out those who suffei frotn impaired hearing the platinum wire

was replaced by silver wire.

The instnrment was used only for qualitative measuring, because at that

time the notions related to hearing were not cleared up yet.

The advantages of Endre H6ryes's instrument compared to the instrument

developed by Kronecker and Harunann in the same year were the following:

H6ryes used a metronome and then an electromagnetic bell as a soturd source,

while Daniel Hartrnann used a nrning fork which was kept vibrating by a Daniel-

battery. Further, H6ryes excluded the possibility of sensory illusion while

Hartrnann overlooked this thing.

Hartnann's insfrument was hardly usable, that is why the research was not

continued by them, while H6ryes's instrument was suitable for field work.

Although the instrument invented by him had its limits, too, it can be

considered as the first audiometer and the measurements made with it, the first

series of measurements on a world scale. This is why Endre H6gyes can be

considered the father of audiometrv.
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